Abstract. Let S be a polynomial ring over a field K and let R be the Stanley-Reisner ring of a matroid complex. In this paper, as a comparison of multiplicity and final Betti number of R over S, the inequality βp(R) ≤ 
Introduction
Let S = K[x 1 , . . . , x n ] be a polynomial ring over a field K and set deg(x i ) = 1 for i = 1, . . . , n. Throughout, we assume that R = S/I is a standard graded K-algebra, where I ⊂ S is a graded ideal. Consider the minimal graded free resolution of R:
with β i,j (R) = dim K Tor S i (R, K) j the graded Betti numbers and p = proj dim(R) the projective dimension of R. Let β i (R) = j∈Z β i,j (R) be the i-th total Betti number of R. For each i = 0, . . . , p, the minimal and maximal shifts of R in homological degree i are defined by m i = m i (R) = min{j : β i,j (R) = 0} and M i = M i (R) = max{j : β i,j (R) = 0}, respectively. Further, the multiplicity of the S-module R is denoted by e(R).
The Multiplicity Conjecture of Herzog, Huneke and Srinivasan states that the multiplicity of the Cohen-Macaulay standard graded K-algebra R is bounded by the functions of the minimal and maximal shifts (see e.g., [3, Corollary 0.3] ). Römer [5] affirmed the following question which bounds the i-th total Betti number of R above by the function of the maximal shifts of R as well as below by the function of the minimal and maximal shifts. Affirmative answers to the Multiplicity Conjecture and Römer's question are given in [3, 
In this paper, it is proved that this inequality holds if R is the Stanley-Reisner ring of a matroid complex. Finally, we provide an example which shows that the Cohen-Macaulay assumption can not be dropped in the above speculate.
Results

In the sequel, ∆ denotes a simplicial complex over the vertex set [n] and K[∆]
is the Stanley-Reisner ring of ∆. We use ∆ W to denote the induced subcomplex of ∆ which is defined by the condition F ∈ ∆ W if and only if F ∈ ∆ and F ⊆ W . We need some backgrounds, which are given in the next auxiliary lemma on matroid complexes. A simplicial complex is called a matroid complex if it is pure (that is, all its maximal faces have the same dimension) and all its induced subcomplexes are pure. Recall that a simplicial complex ∆ is a Cohen-Macaulay complex over 
for all x ∈ [n] and i ≥ 0.
Proof. The above inequality is clear for n = 1, 2. Suppose that n > 2 and that the inequality has been proved for matroid complexes over less than n vertices. 
. Now, using this formula and induction hypothesis on ∆ [n]−x and lk ∆ x, one has
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. It is clear for n = 1 or 2. Suppose that n > 2 and let ∆ be a (d − 1)-dimensional matroid complex over the vertex set [n]. Then, by Lemma 2.1, either ∆ is a cone with apex x orH d−1 (∆; K) = 0. In the former case, the assertion is obviously obtained by induction hypothesis on 
. Now one can use the above lemma to complete the proof.
As promised in the introduction, we finally present the following example which shows that the Cohen-Macaulay assumption is essential in the inequality. In fact, one can construct a non-Cohen-Macaulay ideal as a counterexample. 
